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Life in Balance: the 7 Keys  
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Life in Balance, developed by Nando 
Raynolds and Maria Connolly, is a 
systematic skill building program designed 
to promote overall psychological well-
being.  Skill areas are divided into the 7 
Keys to Psychological Well-being and 
Personal Power and training modules are 
available on each of the Keys.  The 7 Keys 
Wheel is a simple self-assessment tool to 
determine where your own effort on 
personal development would likely be most 
rewarding.  The target is to have a fully 
inflated and balanced wheel.  That way 
your life will roll well and be resilient to 

bumps!  Most people get the most benefit by improving the lowest numbers first, 
but sometimes it is useful to make a strong area even stronger. 
 
Take a few minutes and rate yourself in these 7 areas on the wheel.  Use the 
scale (marked at 3 o’clock on the wheel) of 1 – 10 where 10 is good.  Have fun, 
make it colorful! 
 

Physical  – you can only achieve 
peak performance if you take excellent 
care your body and mind.  This Key is 
broken down into 8 areas because this is 
so essential to your well-being.  Many 
people have pretty good ideas of what 
they need in each of these areas to be at 
their best; if you are unclear, do some 
research! 

 
Diet     _________ 
Sleep   _________ 
Exercise  _________ 
Regular exchange of physical affection (from friendly smiles to sex) _________ 
Practice of daily physical relaxation  _________ 
(An addiction is any mood altering behavior that has life damaging 
consequences.  It is a really bad habit.)  No compulsive use of drugs, alcohol, 
gambling, food, sex, TV or the computer _________ 
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Appropriate use of medication and medical care  _________ 
No self harm – cutting, self -bruising, para-suicidal acts, excessive risk taking  
___________ 

 
Mindfulness and self-
understanding – you can 
only have power if you can perceive and 
understand what is happening in the 
moment.  Mindfulness can be defined as 
the ability to be in the present moment 
without judgement.  10 is always and 1 is 
never: 

 
I am aware of what I am feeling emotionally. _________ 
I know why I feel the way I do. _________ 
I am aware of my thoughts. _________ 
I am aware of my level of physical tension. _________ 
I understand my values. _________ 
I know what my beliefs are and how they shape my experience of life. 
_________ 
I understand myself well, so other people’s behavior also makes sense to me. 
_________ 
What would you put as a summary number for this Key?  It might make sense to 
average these out, or that might not be the best fit for you. 

 
Freedom from your 
past – power is in the present, let go 
of the past.  We have all learned from 
the past what to expect of ourselves, 
others and the world.  In some cases 
what we have learned is life enhancing, 
in other cases it is a hang up or a bad 
habit.   
1-10  on how bad you feel about your 
past  _________        

 
How bad it was objectively  _________ 
How much you feel burdened by it __________ 
How free of bad habits you feel in your current behavior _______ 
Overall ________ 
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A 1 overall would be having persistent invasive flashbacks, a 10 would be having 
sorted through and updated all programming from your familial and cultural 
upbringing. 
 

Your relationship with 
yourself – to have power, you must 
treat yourself with respect and compassion.  
What percent of the time do you treat yourself 
with respect and compassion? A 1 would be 
constantly criticizing yourself, a 10 would be 
where you are able to evaluate your own 
performance with compassion while still 
holding yourself to high standards.  (If this a 
challenging area for you, check out Nando's 
Transforming You Inner Critic Into An Inner 
Coach Workbook!) 

 
I talk kindly with myself when I make a mistake ______ 
I give myself encouraging pep-talks to stay motivated _______ 
When I feel vulnerable and upset I am able to calm myself down with self-
empathy_________ 
When other people judge or criticize me I am able to consider myself from a 
balanced and kind place_________ 
I am able to soften physical tension by giving myself loving attention 
___________ 

 
Your relationship with 
others – you are only as powerful as 
your support network.  
Friends  _________ 
Family  _________ 
Men  _________ 
Women  _________ 
Romantic partner  _________ 
Co-workers  _________ 
Other  _________ 
overall___________ 

             
       A 1 would be feeling isolated and alienated all the time, a 10 would be having 
       people you know you can rely upon for advice and support on all the things that 
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       are important to you and having the communication skills to resolve all conflicts. 
 
Vision and goals – powerful 
expression must have a target and a 
plan for reaching it.  Keep it compelling 
and pragmatic!   
I set goals for myself _________ 
I break down goals into manageable 
steps _________ 
I write my goals down __________ 
I achieve the goals I set for myself 
_________ 
Overall __________ 

 
A 1 would be a lost couch potato.  Give yourself a 10 if you have concrete written 
down goals for the the next week, month, year and five years. 
 

Your relationship with your higher 
power –true power comes from aligning 
with something bigger than yourself.  It 
may be helpful to think of four aspects 
of this: 
I have a well defined code of ethics 
____________ 
I have a coherent theory of the universe 
or cosmology__________ 
 

I am able to be compassionately mindful of my experience__________ 
I am able to, and do influence my state of consciousness 
deliberately__________ 
I set time aside to nurture this part of my life _________  
Give yourself a 1 if you have not thought about this area of your life, give yourself 
a 10 if you feel inspired and enlightened all the time. 
 
Fill out the Life in Balance Wheel, make it fun, use some color! 
 
 
"Reflect on how you rated yourself and your life – what does this show you? 
Where are your lowest numbers? In what areas would improvement make the 
most difference for you? What are you willing to do to improve your skills?" 
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Our experience is that most people can benefit from support in improving habits 
in several or all of these key areas. 
 
Check out the additional resources we have on the website including articles, 
blogs and books, electronic and in person classes, and  individual coaching. 
Improving your habits brings lifelong benefits and mostly just requires intelligent 
persistence.  Give yourself the gift of a life you feel even more proud of!  Put 
effort into improving your skills and habits today!  


